ITEMS NEEDED  **Printer, letter-size paper, scissors and one brad.**

This spin wheel presents the ideal planting seasons for each vegetable. Each month contains a pie slice that shows all the vegetables that can be planted in that month. The spin wheel can be put together in three easy steps!

### STEP 1
**Print the materials**
Print out the two Vegetable Planting Guide Spin Wheel activity sheets. For best results, print the document using a color printer, so the vegetables are easily recognized.

### STEP 2
**Cut out the circles**
Cut out the two circles with scissors along the edges of each circle. When cutting out the solid orange circle, be sure to cut out the empty pie slice too.

### STEP 3
**Secure the circles and spin the wheel!**
Place the solid orange circle on top of the circle with vegetables, and poke a brad through the center of both circles. Spread out the arms of the brad to secure the two circles together. You can then spin the wheel around to see what vegetables can be planted in each month of the year!
Vegetable Planting Guide
Spin Wheel Activity Sheet